
CORRIE PRIMARY & NURSERY SCHOOL – Behaviour and Discipline Policy 

 

Behaviour for Learning Policy 

 

Mission Statement  
Corrie nurtures and encourages all children to realise their personal best and to fulfill 

their potential in the academic, sporting and performing opportunities provided in and 

out of school. Our carefully planned climate of celebration of pupil achievement 

includes a sense of enjoyment that childhood days will be remembered as fun. Our 

vision is of an environment where our children can develop the life skills necessary to 

become fully integrated members of society. Corrie aims to do this by providing a 

caring and stimulating learning environment where all are welcome, respected and 

encouraged to achieve the highest standards in both work and play. Through mutual 

respect and appreciation we aim to provide enrichment and enjoyment for everyone. 

By fostering support and loyalty we offer an environment in which we clearly value the 

contribution of each individual. 

 

1 Aims and Expectations 

 

1.1 It is a primary aim of our school that every member of the school community 

feels valued and respected, and that each person is treated fairly and well. We are a 

caring community, whose values are built on mutual trust and respect for all. The 

school behaviour policy is therefore designed to support the way in which all members 

of the school can live and work together in a supportive way. It aims to promote an 

environment where everyone feels happy, safe and secure. 

 

1.2 The school has a number of school rules, but the primary aim of the behaviour 

policy is not a system to enforce rules. It is a means of promoting good 

relationships, so that people can work together with the common purpose of helping 

everyone to learn. This policy supports the school community in aiming to allow 

everyone to work together in an effective and considerate way while keeping them 

safe.  The school rules are included in our home school agreement and have been 

developed to be meaningful to the children.  None are too difficult.  They are 

designed to develop courtesy, good manners and mutual respect.   They are to 

protect children from injury, to care for equipment and to maintain a hygienic, 

healthy environment.  It is essential that parents and teachers work together 

through discussion and action on any problems which develop.   

 

1.3 The school expects every member of the school community to behave in a 

considerate way towards others. 

 

1.4 We treat all children fairly and apply this behaviour policy in a consistent way. 

 



1.5 This policy aims to help children to grow in a safe and secure environment, and 

to become positive, responsible and increasingly independent members of the school 

community. 
 

 

1.6 The school rewards good behaviour, as it believes that this will develop an ethos 

of kindness and co-operation. This policy is designed to promote good behaviour, 

rather than merely deter anti-social behaviour.  ‘Attitude’ is tracked at least termly 

during Assertive Mentor meetings which are then reported back to parents.  This 

includes, attendance, punctuality, behaviour, effort, homework, reading and uniform.  

Each area is colour coded.  Green – excellent/very good, yellow – 

acceptable/satisfactory, red – unacceptable.  Targets and support are agreed where 

necessary. 

 

1.7 We believe that every child has the right to learn but no child has the right to 

disrupt the learning of others.   

 

2 Rewards and sanctions 

 

 

2.1 We praise and reward children for good behaviour in a variety of ways: 

• All staff congratulate children and use positive praise;  
• All staff give children ‘SMILIES’;  
• Adults give stars, stamps and stickers. 

• Spot prizes are given each week to those children who win in the weekly 

raffle for bringing in their homework by Wednesday (as in Assertive 

Mentoring) and their reading log signed twice.  3 children are then chosen 

each week.   
• All staff distribute smilies to children either for consistent good work 

or behaviour, or to acknowledge outstanding effort or acts of kindness in 

school; 100 smileys = bronze award, 200 = silver, award 300 = gold 400 = 

platinum.  It is recognised that children will receive these awards by 

each respective term.  Each week in assembly the highest number of 

smileys will be awarded to the winning house team and displayed in the 

hall.    
• The school has a regular Wizard Learning and Excellent Citizen Assembly, 

when two children from each class are praised for good behaviour.  These 

will be displayed in the hall – ‘Hall of Fame’  

 

• If children have achieved all green for their Assertive mentoring attitude 

section that term, they will be put into a raffle for a prize at the end of 

that term – this will be told before the term begins. 

 

• In EYFS children will be rewarded daily by going on the proud cloud/sun for 

demonstrating good behaviour.  In nursery, children are given ‘Star of the 



Day’ by the teacher and teaching assistant for a child who has impressed 

them that morning.   

 

• In each keystage assembly (weekly) the teacher leading the assembly will 

present a child who has impressed them with their attitude to learning or 

behaviour from their class – certificate given.  This will be linked to the core 

values presented in Jigsaw – see separate list in the appendix.   

 

 

2.2 The school employs a number of sanctions to enforce the school rules to pupils 

whose conduct falls below the standard which we expect of them at Corrie Primary, or 

who fail to follow a reasonable instruction and to ensure a safe and positive learning 

environment. These sanctions are proportionate to the pupils’ age, any special 

educational needs or disabilities and/or any religious requirements affecting them. 

 

• We expect children to listen carefully to instructions in lessons. If they do 

not do so, we ask them either to move to a place nearer the teacher, or to sit 

on their own.  
• We expect children to try their best in all activities. If they do not do so, 

we may ask them to redo a task.  
• If a child is disruptive in class, the teacher reprimands him or her. If a child 

misbehaves repeatedly, we isolate the child from the rest of the class until 

s/he calms down, and is in a position to work sensibly again with others.  
• The safety of the children is paramount in all situations. If a child’s behaviour 

endangers the safety of others, the class teacher stops the activity and 

prevents the child from taking part for the rest of that session. In COVID 

related safety incidents parents / carers may be called and their child sent 

home.   
 

• If a child threatens, hurts or bullies another pupil, the class teacher records the 

incident and the child is punished. If a child repeatedly acts in a way that disrupts 

or upsets others, the school contacts the child’s parents and seeks an appointment 

in order to discuss the situation, with a view to improving the behaviour of the 

child. 

• The school uses a set of rewards and sanctions related to the Golden Rules to 

ensure a safe and positive learning environment. 

 

Behaviour procedure  

(as agreed by pupils and teachers at Corrie Primary and Nursery School) 

 

If inappropriate behaviour occurs: 

 

1. One warning  
2. Second warning  



3. 5 minutes loss of golden time (to be logged in the behaviour file)  
4. 5 minutes loss of golden time (to be logged in the behaviour file - total 10 

minutes)  
5. Time out in the class room  
6. Time out in a designated empty space outside of the classroom with an adult.   
7. If the child is not ready to go back to class or continue to disrupt then you 

will be sent to the Headteacher 
 

We expect children to behave in a considerate way both inside and outside of the 

classroom and lessons. See detention policy for playtime and dinnertime. 

 

2.3 The class teacher discusses the Golden Rules with each class. As well as that 

they share important safety rules relating the COVID 19 outbreak such as 

handwashing at certain times of the day and where possible maintain social distancing 

rules (age dependent) Reminders are displayed around the school. In this way, every 

child in the school knows the standard of behaviour that we expect in our school. If 

there are incidents of anti-social behaviour, the class teacher discusses these with 

the whole class during PSHE/circle time.  Time out sanctions in and outside of the 

classroom are at the discretion of the class teacher depending on the behaviours 

displayed. 

 

2.4 Children earn 10 minutes of Golden Time each day. On Monday the children 

choose an activity as a reward for earning their Golden Time for Friday.   Golden 

time will be run by the teachers. They will lead an activity for a set period of time 

e.g. half a term and will be engaging and skill based fun activity such as 

photography, sewing. 

    

Those children who break a Golden Rule loose their Golden Time for the day.  

Each classroom has a similar system for recording when a child has lost their 

Golden Time. 
 

For a child who is regularly being sent out of class or/and in detention (3x per half term) 

(On Report) 

 

• Teacher completes a Behaviour Assessment Profile to identify areas of strength and concern. 

• Meeting with parents/child to agree the way forward with the Headteacher/teacher 

• Report letter to be signed by the headteacher. 

• Clear/realistic targets for behaviour agreed (maximum of three) (from the profile) 

• Clear rewards/consequences identified for success/failure (including possible exclusion). 

• Daily feedback to child (x 5), weekly feedback to parents and parents sign the report card. 

• Work with the learning mentor 

• Involvement of any necessary agencies, i.e. Behaviour Support, Educational Psychologist etc. 

• Consider placement on the Special Needs register  

• Consider CAF. 

• Report to last a minimum of 2 weeks/a maximum of 20 weeks, and reviewed fortnightly  



 

If targets are achieved remove from report.  If report failed, move to behaviour contract. 

 

Behaviour Contract:  

 

If a child has not achieved the targets then the child be placed on the contract:  

 

• Clear specific rules which the child must uphold in order to remain in school. 

• Further sanctions an immediate consequence of breaking the contract (to be discussed at the 

meeting). 

• Reviewed weekly. 

• Parents, Chair of Pupil Discipline Committee, Behaviour Support informed. 

 

If behaviour improves return to report. 

 

2.5 Any malicious accusations against school staff, including online will not be 

tolerated at Corrie primary school. Any child who has been found to have made an 

malicious accusation will face disciplinary action which can include a permanent 

exclusion. Allegations will be taken seriously, and Corrie Primary School will deal with 

the allegations quickly in a fair and consistent way that provides effective protection 

for the child and supports the person who is the subject of the allegation. Every 

effort will be made to maintain confidentiality and guard against unwanted publicity 

while an allegation is being investigated. 
 
 

 

2.6 The school does not tolerate bullying of any kind. If we discover that an act of 

bullying or intimidation has taken place, we act immediately to stop any further 

occurrences of such behaviour. While it is very difficult to eradicate bullying, we do 

everything in our power to ensure that all children attend school free from fear. See 

anti-bullying policy. 
 

If a child should run out of school for whatever reason the headteacher should be 

informed immediately.  Staff must not overreact and never run after them.  Once a 

child has calmed down an appropriate member of staff will attempt to approach the 

child and persuade them to return to school to discuss the situation.  If the child 

refuses parents should be informed immediately and if they would like the police 

informing.     

 

2.7 All members of staff are aware of the regulations regarding the use of force by 

teachers, as set out in, DFE, Use of Reasonable Force July 2013. All members of 

school staff have a legal power to use reasonable force. This power applies to any 

member of staff at the school. It can also apply to people whom the headteacher has 

temporarily put in charge of pupils such as unpaid volunteers or parents accompanying 

students on a school organised visit. Reasonable force will only be used in extreme 

circumstances.  

 



Staff in our school do not hit, push or slap children. Staff only intervene physically to 

restrain children or to prevent injury to a child and/or staff member, or if a child is 

in danger of hurting him/herself. The actions that we take are in line with 

government guidelines on the restraint of children. See below for appendix on the 

‘Use of force to control or restrain pupils.’ However, whilst the DFE and DOH  advice 

regarding COVID 19 is in force, staff will avoid any and all physical contact unless in 

the most extreme of circumstances.  

 

2.8 All paid staff have a statutory power to search pupils or their possessions, 

without consent, where they have reasonable grounds for suspecting that the pupil 

may have a prohibited item. Staff cannot blanket search a whole year group but can 

search individuals or identified groups of pupils. 
 
 

Prohibited items include:  

Knives or weapons 

Alcohol 

Illegal drugs  

Stolen items  

Tobacco and cigarette papers 

Lighters and matches  

Fireworks  

Pornographic images 

 

 

Any article that the member of staff reasonably suspects has been, or is likely to be, 

used to commit an offence, to cause personal injury to, or to damage the property of, 

any person (including the pupil)  

Mobile phones or electronic devices when operated in the school day between 

08.50 and 15:30 

Items which may be used to damage the school building or property, or contravene 

good order and discipline in school e.g. marker pens, paint, stink bombs, water 

bombs etc 

 

Paid members of staff can seize any prohibited item found as a result of a search. 

They can also seize any item, however found, which they consider detrimental to 

school discipline. If a prohibited item is found and confiscated the incident will be 

reported to the Headteacher, logged in the behaviour file and parents notified. 

Where necessary appropriate agencies will be contacted. 
 
 

3 The role of the adult 

 

3.1 Teachers have statutory authority to discipline pupils whose behaviour is 

unacceptable, who break the school rules or who fail to follow a reasonable instruction 

(Section 91 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006). 



 

The power also applies to all paid staff with responsibility for pupils. 
 

It is the responsibility of the class teacher to ensure that the Golden Rules are 

enforced in their class, and that their class behaves in a responsible manner during 

lesson time. 

 

Teachers can discipline pupils at any time the pupil is in school or elsewhere under 

the charge of a teacher, including on school visits. 
 

 

Teachers can also discipline pupils for misbehaviour outside school. 
 

 

3.2 All staff in our school have high expectations of the children in terms of behaviour, 

and they strive to ensure that all children work to the best of their ability. 

 

3.3 All staff treats each child fairly and enforces the Golden Rules consistently. 

The teacher treats all children in their class with respect and understanding. 

 

3.4 If a child misbehaves repeatedly in class, the class teacher keeps a record of 

all such incidents in the behaviour log following the behaviour procedure. 

 

3.5 Where there are significant concerns over a pupil’s behaviour we will contact 

parents and share the strategies we use; working on an active partnership to promote 

good behaviour. The class teacher will liaise with the SENCO to work with local agencies 

to support the behavior. Strategies may be recorded in an Individual Education plan or 

where there is a high level of concern, a Pastoral Support Plan, provision map. At times 

a child may display unsafe behaviour. In line with government guidance during the 

COVID 19 outbreak school will risk assess these situations to decide whether they can 

safely meet the needs of that child whilst protecting staff and other children. If it is 

deemed that a child is not safe to be in school, the school will contact parents / carers 

to collect the child and ask them to engage in home learning provided rather than attend 

the school setting.  

 

3.6 The class teacher reports to parents about the progress of each child in their 

class, in line with the whole–school policy. The class teacher may also contact a parent 

if there are concerns about the behaviour or welfare of a child. 

 

4 The role of the Headteacher 

 

4.1 It is the responsibility of the Headteacher, under the Education Act 2002, to 

implement the school behaviour policy consistently throughout the school, and to 



report to governors, when requested, on the effectiveness of the policy. It is also the 

responsibility of the Headteacher to ensure the health, safety and welfare of all 

children in the school including following government guidance on the COVID 19 

outbreak.  

 

4.2 The Headteacher supports the staff by implementing the policy, by setting the 

standards of behaviour, and by supporting staff in the implementation of the policy. 

 

4.3 The Headteacher has the responsibility for giving fixed-term suspensions to 

individual children for serious acts of misbehaviour and for those that threaten the 

safety of other pupils and staff during the COVID 19 outbreak. For repeated or very 

serious acts of anti-social behaviour, the Headteacher may permanently exclude a 

child. School governors are informed following an exclusion. 
 
 

5 The role of parents 

 

5.1 The school works collaboratively with parents, so children receive consistent 

messages about how to behave at home and at school. 

 

5.2 We explain the school rules in the school prospectus, and we expect parents to 

read these and support them. 

 

5.3 We expect parents to support their child’s learning, and to co-operate with the 

school, as set out in the home–school agreement. We try to build a supportive dialogue 

between the home and the school, and we inform parents immediately if we have 

concerns about their child’s welfare or behaviour. 
 

If the school has to use reasonable sanctions to punish a child, parents should support 

the actions of the school. If parents have any concern about the way that their child 

has been treated, they should initially contact the class teacher, Head of Key Stage 

or Headteacher. If the concern remains, they should contact the school governors. If 

these discussions cannot resolve the problem, a formal grievance or appeal process can 

be implemented. 

 

6 The role of governors 

 

6.1 The governing body has the responsibility of setting down these general 

guidelines on standards of discipline and behaviour, and of reviewing their 

effectiveness. The governors support the Headteacher in carrying out these 

guidelines. 

 

6.2 The Headteacher has the day-to-day authority to implement the school behaviour 

and discipline policy, but governors may give advice to the Headteacher about particular 



disciplinary issues. The Headteacher must take this into account when making decisions 

about matters of behaviour 

 

7 Fixed-term and permanent exclusions 

 

Serious incidents need to be treated on an individual basis and the circumstances 

investigated. 

 

In exceptional circumstances permanent exclusion may be considered for a first or ‘one 

off’ offence.  These may include: 

• Serious actual or threatened violence against another pupil or a member of staff; 

• Sexual abuse or assault; 

• Supplying an illegal drug; 

• Carrying an offensive weapon; 

• Serious deliberate damage to school property. 

 

7.1 Only the Headteacher (or the acting/Deputy Headteacher) has the power to 

exclude a pupil from school. The Headteacher may exclude a pupil for one or more 

fixed periods, for up to 45 days in any one school year. During the outbreak of COVID 

19, any specific behaviour which may put others at risk, such as spitting or biting, 

would be perceived as a reason to exclude a child to protect the safety of others. The 

Headteacher may also exclude a pupil permanently. It is also possible for the 

Headteacher to convert a fixed-term exclusion into a permanent exclusion, if the 

circumstances warrant this. 

 

7.2 If the Headteacher excludes a pupil, s/he informs the parents immediately, 

giving reasons for the exclusion. At the same time, the Headteacher makes it clear to 

the parents that they can, if they wish, appeal against the decision to the governing 

body. The school informs the parents how to make any such appeal. 

 

7.3 The Headteacher informs the LEA and the governing body about any permanent 

exclusion, and about any fixed-term exclusions beyond five days in any one term. 

 

7.4 The governing body itself cannot either exclude a pupil or extend the exclusion 

period made by the Headteacher. 

 

7.5 The governing body has a discipline committee which is made up of between 

three and five members. This committee considers any exclusion appeals on behalf of 

the governors. 

 

7.6 When an appeals panel meets to consider an exclusion, they consider the 

circumstances in which the pupil was excluded, consider any representation by parents 

and the LEA, and consider whether the pupil should be reinstated. 

 



7.7 If the governors’ appeals panel decides that a pupil should be reinstated, the 

Headteacher must comply with this ruling. 

 

8 Monitoring 

 

 8.1 The Headteacher monitors the effectiveness of this policy on a regular basis. 

S/he also reports to the governing body on the effectiveness of the policy and, if 

necessary, makes recommendations for further improvements. 

 

8.2 The Headteacher keeps a record of any pupil who is excluded for a fixed-term, or 

who is permanently excluded. 

 

8.3 It is the responsibility of the governing body to monitor the rate of exclusions, and 

to ensure that the school policy is administered fairly and consistently in line with 

Section 88 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006. 
 
 

        This policy links to the following policies: 

 

Home-school agreement 

SEN policy/local offer  

Transition policy  

Safeguarding policy 

EYFS policy  

Detention policy  

Equal opportunities policy 

Inclusion policy  

Mobile phone policy 

 

9 Review 

 

This policy has been written and understood by staff, parents and pupils. 

 

9.1 The governing body reviews this policy every three years. They governors may, 

however, review the policy earlier than this, if the government introduces new 

regulations, or if the governing body receives recommendations on how the policy 

might be improved. 

 

Signed:  

 

Date discussed with staff: Regular basis throughout year as updated with Golden 

Rules 

 

Date discussed with Governors: May 2020 

 



 
 

 

THE USE OF FORCE TO CONTROL OR RESTRAIN PUPILS 

STAFF AUTHORISATION 

 

***Due to the COVID 19  outbreak  Team Teach will only be used in extreme 

circumstances where there is a direct threat to life. If all other incidents if pupils are 

displaying unsafe behaviour staff will:  

 

1) Remove the other children from the classroom to an empty safe area inside / 

outside the school building.  

2) Adult to put on PPE visor 

3) Isolate the child displaying unsafe behaviour in the classroom.  

4) Ring up the child’s parents /carers to take immediate charge of the child and to 

take the child home.  

 

Team Teach  

 

 “Team-Teach techniques seek to avoid injury to the service user, but it is possible 

that bruising or scratching may occur accidentally, and these are not to be seen 

necessarily as a failure of professional technique, but a regrettable and 

infrequent “side-effect” of ensuring that the service user remains safe”.  

(George Matthews - Director) 

 

Under the latest government guidance (July 2013) no school should operate a policy 

of ‘no physical contact.’ 

 

In law all staff may use reasonable force:  

• where action is necessary in self-defence or because there is an imminent 

risk of injury 

e.g. a pupil attacks a member of staff or another pupil.  
• where there is a developing risk of injury, or significant damage to property. 

e.g. a pupil is engaged in, or is on the verge of committing, deliberate damage or 

vandalism. 
 

• where a pupil is behaving in a way that is compromising good order 

and discipline. 

e.g. a pupil is behaving in a way that is seriously disrupting a lesson and 

persistently refuses to go into isolation or leave the classroom.  
• to search pupils for weapons without their consent (Violent Crime Reduction Act 

2006). 

 

This authorisation list and related policies on Use of Force, Behaviour, Anti-

Bullying etc do not remove or negate this right. 



 

At our school we believe that physical intervention should only be used when necessary 

and place a strong emphasis on avoidance, prevention and de-escalation strategies. 

Many staff have been trained in the Team Teach methods of positive handling and 

physical intervention.  

If physical intervention is required to control or restrain a child, a member or 

members of staff from the following list should be called as soon as and when-

ever possible.  If physical intervention has taken place then this is to be recorded 

on cpoms including the body map to be completed.  



 
 

 

Name Role Based Qualified 
 

Naomi Cartledge 
Headteacher Key Stage 2 Team Teach: May 

 

  

2015 
 

   
 

   Refresher:  May 
 

   2017 
 

Simon Griffin 
Teacher Key Stage 2 Team Teach: May 

 

  

2015 
 

   
 

   Refresher:  May 
 

   2017 
 

Debbie Rafferty 
Teacher Key Stage 1 Team Teach: May 

 

  

2015 
 

   
 

   Refresher:  May 
 

   2017 
 

Lynda Appleton- 
Teaching Assistant Key Stage 2 Team Teach: May 

 

  

2015 
 

Jones 
  

 

  

Refresher:  May 
 

   
 

   2017 
 

Jenna Ratcliffe 
Teaching Assistant Key Stage 1 Team Teach: April 

 

  

2015 
 

   
 

   Refresher:  May 
 

   2017 
 

Jennifer Ruddock 
Deputy Key Stage 2 Team teach: 

 

Headteacher 
 

September 2015 
 

  
 

   Refresher: 
 

   September 2017 
 

Andrea Ethell Teacher Key Stage 1 Team teach: 
 

  

September 2015 
 

   
 

   Refresher: 
 

   September 2017 
 

Gary McDonald 
Teacher Key Stage 1 Team teach: 

 

  

September 2015 
 

   
 

   Refresher: 
 

   September 2017 
 



 

Julie Sattler 
Learning Mentor Key Stage 2 Team teach: 

 

  

September 2015 
 

   
 

   Refresher: 
 

   September 2017 
 

Mandy Turner 
Learning Mentor Key Stage 1 Team teach: 

 

  

September 2015 
 

   
 

   Refresher:  May 
 

   2017 
 

Nadine McMunn 
Business Manager Key Stage 2 Team teach: March 

 

  

2017 
 

   
 

 

 

 



Jigsaw weekly celebration theme – assemblies 
 

 
Jigsaw Theme 

 
Assembly/reward celebration topic 
 
 

 
Autumn 1 
 
Being me in my world 
 

 
• Help others to feel welcome  
• Try to make our school community a better place. 
• Think about everyone’s right to learn 
• Care about other people’s feelings 
• Work well with others 
• Choose to follow the learning charter  

 
 
Autumn 2 
 
Celebrating difference  

 
• Accept that everyone is different  
• Include others when working and playing  
• Know how to help if someone is being bullied 
• Try to solve problems 
• Try to use kind words 
• Know how to receive and give compliments  

 
Spring 1 
 
Dreams and goals 
 

 
• Stay motivated when doing something challenging  
• Keep trying even when it is difficult 
• Work well with a partner or in a group 
• Have a positive attitude  
• Help others to achieve their goals 
• Are working hard to achieve their own dreams and 

goals  
 

 
Spring 2  
 
Healthy Me  

 
• Have made a healthy choice  
• Have eaten a healthy, balanced diet 
• Have been physically active 
• Have tried to keep themselves and others safe 
• Know how to be a good friend and enjoy heathy 

relationships  
• Know how to keep calm and deal with difficult 

situations. 
 

 
Summer 1  
 
Relationships  

 
• Know how to make friends  
• Try to solve friendship problems when they occur  
• Help others to feel part of a group 
• Show respect in how they treat others  
• Know how to help themselves and others when they 

feel upset or hurt 
• Know and show what makes a good relationship  

 
 
Summer 2 
 
Changing me  

 
• Understand that everyone is unique and special  
• Can express how they feel when change happens  
• Understand and respect the changes that they see in 

themselves 
• Understand and respect the changes that they see in 

other people  
• Know who to ask for help if they are worried about 

change 
• Are looking forward to change 

 













 


